First, Best and Worst Jobs

1700s
In the 18th century the manufacture of wool was still the lifeblood of Leeds but there were other
industries. Leeds pottery. There was also a brick making industry in Georgian Leeds. There
were also many craftsmen such as coach makers, clock makers, booksellers and jewellers as
well as more mundane trades such as butchers, bakers, barbers, innkeepers, carpenters,
blacksmiths and glaziers. In 1700 the rivers Aire and Calder were made navigable from Leeds to
Wakefield. In 1794 work began on the Leeds to Liverpool canal. It was completed in 1816.
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1800s
If you had been born in the early 1800s
4 year old children sat in the dark all day and opened doors
6 year olds pushed tubs
Women pulled tubs with a chain around their middle
Men were cheep labour

The life of a chimney sweep was a brutal, dreary
existence for a Victorian child chimney sweep. Some
were as young as 3 years old. Their tiny size made them a
popular choice for going down the narrow chimney
stacks.
Orphans were sometimes taken and put into (for lack of
a better word) slavery, and then put back on the street
when they grew too big for the chimneys.
Bosses underfed children so that they would be thin
enough to continue going down chimneys.
Sometimes bosses even kidnapped children to use on the
job.
Children usually outgrew the job around 9 or 10 years of
age.
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Just a few of the child labour in the Victorian era

1800s
by 1828 and railway locomotives were also being made in James Kitson’s Airedale factory in the 1840s. Many
small, and some giant, engineering companies grew up in Leeds, producing locomotives, cranes, traction
engines, machine tools, hydraulic pumps, armaments (spurred by the Crimean War), nuts and bolts and other
products. Among them were McLaren’s steam ploughs, Jubb’s metal castings and Rice’s hydraulic machine tools.
They exported them around the globe. Leeds printing engineers like Crabtree’s sent printing presses all over the
world too. By 1861 engineering was the second largest employer in the city and by 1900 the biggest, employing
20 per cent of the male workforce.
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In 1894 the tramways were taken over by the Leeds Corporation and electrified. Horse‐ trams became obsolete by 1901
and steam‐trams by 1902. Special workmen’s fares were introduced shortly after the take‐ over. Half‐penny fares
appeared in 1905 and the distance you could travel for a full penny doubled to 2 miles. Ordinary urban people were
finally mobile. The trams lasted until 1959.

Less than one mile
from here, a colliery
existed a hundred
years ago.
Men from Gipton and
Harehills laboured in
narrow wet seams of
coal and ironstone two
hundred feet below
the area where
Easterly road runs
alongside the Gipton
Estate.

At the turn of the 20th century, Leeds was an industrial powerhouse with
the southern and central parts of the city crammed with brickworks, iron
foundries, steel works, tool works, timber yards, locomotive works, railway
goods yards, warehouses, glass factories, dye works, drug mills, printing
works, leather works, potteries, soap factories, clothing factories and
textile mills.

1885 Leeds

Quarrying jobs in Oakwood
It is perhaps hard to appreciate that the built-up area of the leafy suburb of Oakwood in N.E. Leeds conceals the
evidence of a once thriving and important quarrying industry. From at least the middle of the eighteenth century until
the early part of the twentieth century, quarries in Oakwood supplied high quality sandstones for the building of local
houses and some of the fine, commercial buildings in central Leeds. This long history of working the rocks for building
stone has left its mark with many local quarry holes.
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The quarry map of Oakwood in 1892

Most working class women in Victorian England had no choice but to work in order to
help support their families. They worked either in factories, or in domestic service for
richer households or in family businesses. Many women also carried out home based
work such as finishing garments and shoes for factories, laundry, or preparation of snacks
to sell in the market or streets. This was in addition to their unpaid work at home which
included cooking, cleaning, child care and often keeping small animals and growing
vegetables and fruit to help feed their families.
Women's work was often not included within statistics on waged work in official records.
The census returns from the early years of the 19th century often show a blank space
under the occupation column against women’s names

During WWI (1914-1918), large numbers of women were recruited into jobs vacated by men who had
gone to fight in the war. New jobs were also created as part of the war effort, for example in munitions
factories. The high demand for weapons resulted in the munitions factories becoming the largest single
employer of women during 1918. Though there was initial resistance to hiring women for what was seen
as ‘men’s work’, the introduction of conscription in 1916 made the need for women workers urgent.
Around this time, the government began coordinating the employment of women through campaigns and
recruitment drives.
After the First World War many returning servicemen reclaimed the available jobs, and the numbers of
women workers, particularly in industry and trade declined. During the 1920s and 30s the UK economy
was plunged into a recession leading to very high levels of unemployment.

Bill Britten worked at the Leeds Steelworks
around 1927 as a lad assisting with the removal
of the end products of the giant slag crushing
machines.
“ When I was a boy, the largest industry in Hunslet
was the Steel Works. I remember lying in bed at
night looking out of my window directly onto its blast
furnaces, whose tall chimneys belched thick, black
smoke interspersed with clouds of dirty white or
yellow sulphur. Angry flames would leap out from
their tops to lick the heavens, and myriads of white
hot sparks like shooting stars would light up the
darkness as the Bessemer plant canted over to
release the liquid metal into ingot moulds. It was a
man-made hell-hole of banging and clattering day
and night; accidents were a daily occurrence, and not
for nothing was it grimly named the ‘slaughter
house’. It was said that men wanting jobs used to
wait for the arrival of the ambulance to take away
victims of an accident, and then apply for their jobs.”

The Leeds Steelworks became one of the largest iron and
steelworks in Yorkshire. It occupied around 25 acres (10
hectares) between Balm Road and Pepper Road in
Hunslet and alongside the Midland Railway. Its perimeter
extended to just over a mile. At its peak it employed
1,400-1,500 and exported its products worldwide.

The Leeds Steelworks, with Hunslet Parish Church behind the fumes

Armley Mills Leeds Industrial Museum

7 Nov 2015 - 24 Sep 2017
Women, Work & War honours the vital role women played in the First World War. As men headed abroad to fight
over one million British women joined the workforce.
Discover the variety of roles women took on in Leeds during this time and the stories of women working in the
city's munitions manufacturing which began in Armley and expanded to the Barnbow site in East Leeds.
Listen to people describe the Barnbow munitions workers, share the smells of the Barnbow factory, learn about
the lives lost in the 1916 factory explosion and be inspired to create Leeds greatest 'Shero'.
The exhibition is free with normal museum admission. A programme of special events inspired by Women, Work
& War will run alongside this exhibition.

At the outbreak of the Second World War, two million women were still employed in domestic service. Wages were still only
25p a week.
In the late 1940s, the government launched campaigns to encourage women to enter or stay in the labour market.
In the late Forties, the typical manual labourer in Britain was entitled to just one week's paid holiday a year.
In the decade following the Second World War, more than 70 per cent of British workers were in manual labour.
In 1950, the average UK annual salary was just over £100.
It was only after the Second World War that it became the norm in Britain to work five days a week rather than six.

In the 1950s, the low average rates of unemployment (around 3 per cent) did not include the majority of women, who
were considered "economically inactive".

Jobs were available in the
newly created National
Health Service for nurses,
midwives, cleaners and
clerical staff.
Banking, textile and light
industries such as electronics
also expanded during this
period and provided women
with opportunities in clerical,
secretarial and assembly
work. Jobs were still strictly
segregated by gender and
routine repetitive work was
categorised as women’s work
for women’s (lower) wages.

Female carpenters 1941

and after the war

In the 1950s and early 60s my parents worked on the railways.
Seaton Mill Crossing, my mothers job opening the gates, my fathers job was signal man
My fathers father had been a platelayer

Best Jobs

Its easy isn't it – just choose a job you like to do !!!!

Trying to get work and life to balance

Today Leeds is one of the largest
business and financial services
centres in England outside London
with about a quarter of the
workforce working in that area.
Other ‘new’ industries contribute
too to a buoyant economy. People
are likely to work in banking,
recruitment, insurance, legal
services, insurance, pensions,
accountancy, market research,
advertising or internet development.
However, there are stark contrasts in
terms of wealth and quality of life;
the benefits of the 21st century
economy are spread unevenly. New
canal‐side luxury apartments reach
into the sky in the city centre,
looking down on older areas saddled
with deprivation and fewer
opportunities

How long will we work

What is pension age now
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